Supergirl versus Coronavirus
By Emberly Teav

Far away, across the world, in a city named Wuhan, China, Coronavirus first emerged. Many people got hospitalized and died from this mysterious and invisible virus. Coronavirus had quickly spread across the globe. Now the world faces a pandemic against this scary, common enemy.

Meanwhile, Supergirl was trying to find a way to stop this virus. Supergirl is a superhero with many supernatural abilities. Her superpower includes superintelligence, superhuman strength and invulnerability, which protect her from diseases, germs, toxins and extreme temperature. She can fly at superhuman speed, and her powerful arctic breath can freeze objects.

“To stop this virus from spreading further, first I have to figure out which areas have the most virus,” Supergirl thought to herself. “Yes! I will create a chemical that will turn purple when it detects Coronavirus,” said Supergirl. After creating the chemical, Supergirl used her superhuman speed to fly around the world, and her super arctic breath to blow this chemical into the air of every state and country to freeze the virus. The United States had the most purple air. “Yikes!”

“Oh but how will I destroy the virus? She thought and thought. Oh! I know! I will create a filter machine that could filter the air and kill the virus right when it detects the virus,” said Supergirl. She gave the instructions of how to make this chemical and filter machine to the President of the United States to produce more and to pass out to all American citizens to eradicate the virus.

The President of the United States shared this chemical and filter machine with all the leaders of the world. Eventually,
Coronavirus was eradicated and there was no longer a pandemic. Nobody had to stay home, wear a mask, and be isolated anymore! Beaches reopen! Kids can now go back to school, and play in the parks and playgrounds! Yeah!!!
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No more Purple Air!
Woo hoo!!!